Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
PRIVATE BANK ISSUES

2500*
Treasury Bill by the Deputy Commissary General's Office, Sydney New South Wales, 24th December 1817 for pounds
sterling 45.12.6 to the order of Mr William Cosar, as salary due to him as "Master Boat Builder in this Colony", No.105
and handsigned by Deputy Commissary General, David Allan and approved by Governor Lachlan Macquarie. On official
'crown' international parchment with the impressed Seal of the Commissariat. One of the earliest Colonial Treasury Bills
known and of the highest rarity. Small section of bottom left corner and lower edge missing, pin hole to centre, otherwise a
full note, very fine or better and extremely rare.
$5,000
Ex the Westpac Archives. The note entered the archive via the Bank of New South Wales which was formed in 1817 and renamed Westpac in 1982. It is one
of only three notes in private hands bearing the important signature of Governor Lachlan Macquarie.
The Commissariat in New South Wales was a branch of the Army Commissariat under the control of the Treasury in London. Its activities within the Colony
were not unlike that of the Reserve Bank of Australia today.
This treasury Bill was a payment to William Cosar, a master boat builder in the early colony. This Bill in turn endorsed by Captain Joseph James who sailed
the Brig Daphine to Capetown, Cape of Good Hope and traded the Bill for much needed goods to bring to the colony.
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2503*
Bank of New South Wales, uniface printer's proof, red on
white, fifty pounds, no domicile, 19 - imprint Charles Skipper
and East London (MVR 7f). Nearly uncirculated.
$1,200

2501*
Currency note, John Hutchinson; Sydney (April 6) 181(3)
No (37) (unlisted in MVR pp28, 30). Very good, stuck to
paper with typed description, on verso signature Dr. G.H.
Abbott in ink, in pencil Read 9-67 $15.00.
$2,000
Ex Dr G.H. Abbott Collection (Lawsons sale 1943) Reads Brisbane 1967,
bought by a Brisbane Collector.

2504*
Bank of New South Wales, specimen twenty pounds, Sydney,
18-, perforated "specimen C. Skipper & East" at manager's
reserve (MVR 7). Extremely fine.
$1,500

2502*
The Bank of Australasia, printer's proof, black and white
one hundred pounds, Victoria 18-, imprint Perkins Bacon &
Co London, "To This June 10 1873 pencilled in manager's
reserve. Extremely fine.
$500

2505*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, printer's proof black and
blue one pound Sydney 18-, no imprint (sec MNR type 3).
Uncirculated.
$1,000
In a slab by PCGS as very choice new 64.
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2508*
Excelsior Bank, Sydney, one pound, not dated (18 printed),
No. 8039 on paper, unissued, no signatures, imprint of
Perkins Bacon & Co. London lower left (Vort-Ronald,
Fig.173 and [p162], comments p162 on bank, also
Tomlinson p66). Extremely fine and rare, in a PVC holder,
housed in a cardboard frame.
$500

2506*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, printer's black and white proof
of five pounds, Sydney 18-, imprint W & A.K.Johnston Edn
for Cowan & Co Sydney (MVR 3). Good extremely fine.
$500

Private purchase from John Pettit Pty Ltd, with folder and infomation
booklet.

2509*
Excelsior Bank, Sydney, one pound, not dated (18 printed),
No. 8051 on paper, unissued, no signatures, imprint of
Perkins Bacon & Co. London lower left (Vort-Ronald,
Fig.173 and [p162], comments p162 on bank, also Tomlinson
p66). Extremely fine and rare, in a PVC holder housed in a
cardboard frame, originally from a booklet.
$500

2507*
Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, archival photo print
essays by Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers London,
front and back of one pound, printer's instruction includes
date 29.11.06 on back. Uncirculated. (2)
$500
In PMG slabs as 63, 62 uncirculated.

2510*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, printer's proof one pound,
Launceston, 1st Jany 18-, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, signature reverse cut
out to cancel, pencilled 'from this' at bottom (MVR.2b). Glue
tip marks on all back corners, otherwise extremely fine.
$500
Ex Downie's promotion with information folder.
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2514*
One pound, calabash, Wm.Fielding, Boulia, Queensland,
No X6335, 1st October 1914 (MVR p.46). Good very fine
and rare.
$600

2511*
Union Bank Of Australia, specimen ten pounds, on card,
Portland, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped
'Specimen' across signature reserves, with 'February 2nd
1863' in pencil in lower margin (MVR type 1). Tipping
marks on back, ink marks on surface otherwise extremely
fine and rare.
$800

2515*
Five shillings, calabash, Fieldings, Boulia, Queensland, 1
Jun 1936, No 3933 for 5/- (MVR 2ND edn p.42). Fair and
rare.
$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 64 (lot 3547) and Sale 71 (lot 2914, the John
Pettit Collection).

2512*
Union Bank of Australia, black and white, printer's proof
fifty pounds, Sydney 1st May 186-, imprint of Perkins Bacon
& Co London, "from this" pencilled in Accountant's reserve
(MVR type 2). Extremely fine.
$750

2513*
Ten shillings, calabash of G.A.Reed, Urandangie, Queensland,
No B 458, 192-, unissued note (MVR 2nd eds p.83). Paper
clip rust stain, very fine and rare.
$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58A (lot 4869 part).
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COMMONWEALTH ISSUES - PRE DECIMAL

2516*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1913) M000054/55 (R.1b), a presentation consecutive note pair, with presentation letter,
Melbourne, 5 July 1913, to W.N.Hedges 'Dunboe', Sackville Street, Kew East, signed by the Secretary to the Treasury, Geo.
T.Allen. Two rounded corners, a repaired tone spot top margin at left, two pin holes on the first note, otherwise nearly
extremely fine, the second note a full note with printer's guide lines in all four corners of the front, extremely fine or better
and extremely rare in this condition, one of the finest known, both very rare and excessively rare as a consecutive pair with
letter. (2)
$125,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 98 (lots 4502 and 4503), the first note ex M.P.Vort-Ronald Collection, Spink Australia Sale 24 (lot 14), the second purchased
from M.R.Roberts, Dec 1988 which bought with the previous numbered note made a pair. B.Winsor located this second note and the presentation letter in
Western Australia per Joel Jeffrey.
William Noah Hedges, originally baptised Noah William Hedges, was born in Hertfordshire, England on 16 July 1856. In 1878 he migrated to Australia
where he worked as a contractor in stone quarries. Later he contracted as a builder and building repairer in Mount Barker, South Australia where he served on
the Mount Barker District Council and Road Board. On 4 April 1884 he married Elizabeth Paterson at Wistow and they had three sons and three daughters.
After several years of building wharves and other works for railways and ports he moved to Western Australia in 1893 where he once again was involved in
public works before acquiring a large share in a timber and firewood company of which he became managing director. He also acquired farming properties
including Koolberrin near Narembeen and a farm in South Australia near Lake Alexandrina.
In 1897 Hedges constructed the Karalee rock catchment and reservoir. This was the fourth largest of the railway catchment reservoirs and was used by the
goldfields steam trains between Southern Cross and Coolgardie. It held 48.3 million litres of water in an earth dam and was used by steam locomotives until 1953
when diesel locomotives were introduced. In 1999 this area was vested in the National Trust (WA) and is an attraction for visitors, picnickers and campers.
Also, there is a railway siding named Hedges Siding. Located on the cross country line from Merredin to Narrogin via Kondinin, situated between Narembeen
and South Kumminin it was originally called Koolberrin after Hedges farm a few miles west of the railway line. This farm was about 22,000 acres at its
peak. As well as producing wheat and running sheep, Hedges also used the farm to produce chaff for feeding his horses used on the WA Goldfields Firewood
Supply Company woodline.
In 1904 Hedges made an unsuccessful attempt to enter parliament contesting the Legislative Assembly seat of Yilgarn running as a Ministerial Party candidate.
This loss did not deter him and in 1906 running as a candidate for the Western Australian Party he won the seat of Fremantle in the House of Representatives.
He retained this seat in 1910 as a representative of the newly formed Commonwealth Liberal Party but lost it in 1913 to Labor's Reginald Burchell. There is a
printed version of one of his speeches made during parliamentary debates on 21 November 1912 on the subject of supply (Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta Railway).
It was published in book format by the Government Printer, Melbourne. Following the death of John Forrest in 1918 Hedges made two unsuccessful attempts
in 1918 and again in 1919 to win Forrest's federal seat of Swan as a Nationalist candidate. When Burchell retired in 1922 Hedges tried to regain the seat of
Fremantle that he had held until 1913 but failed. In that same year his wife died. Thereafter he began to commute regularly to South Australia and Victoria.
In 1922 Hedges authored a book titled, 'A practical scheme for land settlement in Western Australia' which was published by R S Sampson in Perth. In 1923
he built the homestead, Highland Valley, in the southwest of Western Australia. The property unique in its style was the hub of the 4,916 hectare property
with extensive landscaping and gardens and one of the finest lawn tennis courts in the southwest. Hedges was appointed President of the Western Australian
Employers Federation in 1929 and at one time was also President of the Central Council of Employers of Australia. William Noah Hedges died in a private
hospital in Claremont on 21 November 1935 and is buried at Karrakatta Cemetery. Representatives of almost every commercial, professional and administrative
activity including many prominent political figures in Western Australia attended his funeral.
The first five hundred ten shillings notes were set aside for Federal members of parliament in what Greg McDonald's catalogue (22nd Ed p400) refers to as
the 'A' list. As federal member for Fremantle, William Hedges applied for and paid for his notes. Note numbers M000054 and M000055 were issued to him
together with an accompanying letter from one of the note signatories, George T.Allen, who was Secretary to the Treasury.
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2517*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1915) 279604 N (R.2bL) last
suffix. Fine.
$1,000

2521*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/29 143025 (R.5). Slightly
trimmed, one vertical fold left side of note, two folds right
side corners, nearly extremely fine.
$1,200

2518*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1915), N 531664 N (R.2c). Pin
hole, faded, otherwise very fine and rare in this condition.
$8,000

2522*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), A/24 652911 (R.5F) first
prefix note. Nearly fine.
$300
2523
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), prefixes A/28, 32 (2), 40
(R.5). Very good to nearly fine. (4)
$900

2519*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No. M 386999 H
(R.3b). Good.
$200

part

2524*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), prefixes A/24, 28, 32, 33,
40 (R.5, 5F). Very good - nearly fine. (5)
$1,200
2525
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), prefixes A/32 (R.5). Good
- nearly fine. (7)
$1,600

2520*
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923), A/9 129242 (R.4).
Vertical folds and repaired tear, otherwise good fine.
$1,000
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2526*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), A/84 744001
(R.7). Faintest stain, otherwise good extremely fine.
$3,000

part

2530*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), prefixes A/59,
61 (2), 62 (2) (R.7). Creases, otherwise nearly fine or better.
(5)
$400

2527*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/24 863589
(R.7). Nearly extremely fine.
$1,000
2531*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/13 987233 (R.9).
Slight trim on bottom edge, small repair and three small
edge nicks, nearly very fine.
$500

2528*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), A/89 064962
(R.7). Nearly very fine.
$200

2532*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/80 443215 (R.11).
Nearly extremely fine.
$650
2533
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/89 174284 (R.11);
Coombs/Wilson (1952 and 1961) (R.15, 17). Fair - very
good. (3)
$50

2529
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), B/14 916436
(R.7). Nearly fine.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78A (lot 4623) and Barry McGown Scott
Collection.
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2539
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), F/21 873849
(R.12); Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/61 744862 (R.13);
Coombs/Wilson (1961) prefixes AF/30; AG/36, 72; AH/39
(R.17). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$300
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Roxbury's Sale 9/2/02 and
Colonial Sale 21/10/06.

2534*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), E/74 489291
(R.12). Light or faded front, nearly uncirculated.
$1,500

2540*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), F/88 719074/5
(R.13), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$2,500
2535*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/36 786002
(R.12). Uncirculated.
$1,000

2541*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/26 051175
(R.13). Nearly uncirculated.
$250

2536*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/0 409663 (R.12).
Extremely fine.
$650

2542
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), prefixes F/76, 82,
92; G/40 (R.13). Very fine - good very fine. (4)
$100

2537
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), F/18 (R.12);
Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/69 904152 (R.13). Good
fine; nearly uncirculated. (2)
$200

2543
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949), prefixes A/25, 54 (R.14).
Good very fine. (2)
$80

2538
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/23 489080
(R.12); Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/64 162752 (R.17). Very
fine - nearly extremely fine. (2)
$150
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2544*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952), B/25 520266 (R.15).
Uncirculated.
$700
2549*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/60 768692/3
(R.17) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$350
2550
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/53 414325/6
(R.17) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$200

2545*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/44 649223 (R.15).
Nearly uncirculated.
$300

2551*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/43 355833 (R.17).
Nearly uncirculated.
$50

2546*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952), B/45 643683 (R.15).
Flat, nearly uncirculated.
$200
2547
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954), AD/39 418208/9
(R.16) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$250
2552*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/69 999725
(R.17X) NPA archive last prefix note. Uncirculated.
$1,000

2548
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AD/81 913032; AE/42
861807 (R.16). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$350
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2553
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/90 prefix (R.11);
one pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/6 prefix (R.26).
Very good; good fine. (2)
$150

2561
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) to one hundred dollars,
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.15, 17 (2), 78 (4), 81 (2), 87, 88
(2), 89 (3), 209a, 213, 506b, 522b (wet ink transfer on back),
609). Poor - fine. (20)
$300

2554
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), prefixes E/90
and F/11 (R.12); one pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942),
R.30a (2), 30b (2); Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.31). Very good
- nearly very fine. (7)
$200

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

2562
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954), prefixes AC/24;
AD/95; AE/48, 64 (R.16), (1961) prefixes AF/54; AH/62 (2)
(R.17). Very good - good very fine. (7)
$100

2555
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to one pound,
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.12, 13, 28 (2), 29 (8), 30a (2),
31, 32 (2)). Very good - very fine. (17)
$300
2556
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.13) (2),
Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.15), Coombs/Wilson (1961)
(R.17) (4); one pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.29),
Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.31), Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.32),
Coombs/Wilson (1961) (R.34) (9); five pounds, Armitage/
McFarlane (1941) (R.46). Good - fine. (20)
$100
2557
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to twenty dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1991), (R.13 (2), 16, 17 (2), 63, 301, 310a, 310b
(pair), 313L); Scotland, five pounds, 250th anniversary of St.
Andrews 1994 in RBC packaging, PNC Samoa 1972, Space
Philatelic cover (Apollo & Gemini) (8), Memorial Service
King George VI 1952. Very good - uncirculated. (29)
$300

2563*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1910), superscribed on London
Bank of Australia Limited one pound, Melbourne, undated,
S 272531 (R.S45(c)); superscribed serial J 506470. Quarter
folds, original body, very fine or better and rare in this
condition.
$8,000

2558
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten dollars,
Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.13, 15, 30a, 31, 34b, 74, 77, 78
(17), 89 (8), 214 (2), 309, 310 (folders) (4), 310b (pair)),
replica notes (3), funny money (1), USA, one dollar 1974, ten
dollars 1977; CBA US dollar cheque £9 March 1946, all in
blue plastic album with token (A452). Poor - uncirculated.
(48)
$100

Ex M.R.Roberts Sale Feb 1980 (lot 98) and from Barry Sparks (Argyle
Coins) 1982.

Ex F.S.Dobbin Collection.

2559
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.14), Coombs/Wilson
(1954) (R.15) and 1961 (R.17) (2); one pound, Riddle/
Sheehan (R.28) (2) (one with two pin holes above right
signature), Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.31), Coombs/Wilson
(1953) (R.33) and 1961 (R.34b) (2). Good fine - good very
fine. (10)
$100

2564*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No. P 116121 red serials
(R.18a). Flattened of centre fold, lightly cleaned, of good
colour, good very fine and very rare.
$15,000

2560
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) to ten pounds,
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.15, 17, 33 (2), 34 (5), 49 (2), 50,
63). All well circulated, fair-fine. (13)
$100
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Colonial Sale 26/2/05 (lot 359).
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2565*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) No.R995855 (R.18b).
Bright coloured note with folds and creases, trimmed, very
fine.
$2,000

2569*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1915), World War I emergency
issue, known as the Rainbow Pound, F 692716 F (R.20bL).
Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, right edge tear (5mm)
and nick at bottom of centre fold, very good and very
rare.
$5,000
Given to the owner as a reward for baby sitting for a bank manager in the
late 1960s.

2566*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), 182310E (R.18d).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise good very fine.
$10,000

2570*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) B 177349 J (R.21). Better
than extremely fine and rare thus.
$10,000

2567*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), A 810743 G (R.18e).
Frail, very good.
$400
Ex Roxbury's Sale 9/2/02 (lot 678) and Barry McGown Scott Collection.

part

2571*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923), prefixes H/24, 50 (R.23b).
Nearly fine; very good. (2)
$300

2568*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), A 025799 J (R.18e).
Good very fine.
$7,500
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2572*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926), H/61 100200 (R.24).
Nearly fine.
$200

2577*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927), H/83 694233 (R.25).
Foxed, nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

part

2578*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), K/45 518132
(R.26). Slightly trimmed, otherwise extremely fine.
$800

2573*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) prefix H/67 (R.24). Fine
or better. (4)
$800

2579*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/38 953033
(R.26). Top left margin torn, otherwise good extremely
fine.
$500

part

2574*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926), prefixes H/58, 61, 67,
69 and 73 (R.24). Many folds and creases, otherwise fine
- nearly very fine. (5)
$1,000
2575
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926), prefix H/61 (R.24). Very
good - good fine, the third with top edge tear. (7)
$1,200

2580*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/39 234084
(R.26). Crisp very fine or better.
$300
2581
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes, J/10 (2),
12, 47, 78 (R.26). One torn, very good - very fine. (5)
$280

2576*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1926), H/87 264985 (R.25).
Slightly trimmed, otherwise good extremely fine.
$2,000
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2582
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes J/7 (2), 14
(4), 15 (2), 16 (6), 25 (2), 26, 27 (3), 34 (3) (R.26). Nearly
fine - nearly very fine. (23)
$1,000
2583
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes J/6, 7, 14,
15 (2), 16 (3), 25; K/2, 7 (10), 8 (4), 9 (2), 14 (2) (R.26).
Very good - nearly very fine. (28)
$800

2587*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/77 399394 (R.27a).
Left side top corner with three folds, bottom left corner with
single fold, trimmed, light stain centre right side margin,
good very fine.
$750

2584
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes J/7, 14,
15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 34. Some crispness, very fine - good very
fine. (8)
$600

2588
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932), thick signature, K/74
285104 (R.27a), thin signature, K/88 115249 (R.27b). Fine,
second torn into top centre. (2)
$200

part

2585*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes J/34; K/7,
8, 16, 21 (R.26). Good very fine. (5)
$600
2589*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), N/55 735679 (R.28).
Good extremely fine.
$850

part

2586*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), prefixes K/2, 3,
4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21 (R.26). Fine - good very fine.
(11)
$800
2590*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), L/55 579043 (R.28).
Tiny right edge tear, otherwise extremely fine.
$500
2591
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), L/56 303884 (R.28);
Coombs/Watt (1949), prefixes I/36, I/58 (R.31). Good fine
- good very fine. (3)
$150
In grading slabs by APCGS as VF35, EF45 (2)
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.
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2597
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), prefixes J/49, 51,
66, 67, 70, 90, 91, 96 (R.30b), Coombs/Watt (1949), W/57
(R.31). Last fair, others very good - good fine. (9)
$150
2598
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs Wilson
(1953) (R.30b, 31 (prefixes 1/94, W/9, 31, 39, 43 (2), 46,
51 (2), 63), 33). Very fine - extremely fine. (12)
$300

2592*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), O/69 537535/41
(R.29) seven consecutive notes. Crisp flat original uncirculated
and very rare as such a large consecutive run. (7)
$4,000
Private purchase from The Rare Coin Company.

2599*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952), X/18 040912/3 (R.32)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$450
2600
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), HA/58 402704/5 (R.33)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
2601
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), HA/50 545380/1 (R.33)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$250
2602
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), prefixes HB/97, HC/00,
HF/37 (R.33), (1961) prefixes HJ/17, 97, HK/37 (R.34b).
Very good - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$150

2593*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/71 090032/3
(R.29) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$2,000
2594
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), K/13 008253
(R.30a); Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/11 079980 (R.32). Very
fine - uncirculated. (2)
$200

2603
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), prefixes HA/06, 22,
24, 25, 36, 38, 41, 42, 64, 70; HB/31, 45, 61, 91; HD/83;
HE/13 (R.33); (1961) HH/53, 90 (R.34b). Fair - good very
fine. (18)
$150

2595
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), H/54 932998
(R.30a); Coombs/Wilson (1961) (R.34b) (2). Good extremely
fine; virtually uncirculated. (3)
$350

2604
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HJ/11 454705/6
(R.34a) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$250

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2605
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HH/16 738058/9
(R.34a) consecutive pair, HK/54 758034 (R.34b). Very fine
- extremely fine. (3)
$150

2596
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), P/79 (R.30a);
Coombs/Watt (1949), W/11 (R.31); Coombs/Wilson
(1953), HE/31 (R.33). Good fine; nearly very fine; nearly
uncirculated. (3)
$250
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2606
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HJ/12 718714/5
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$200

2612*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/5 401107 (R.38b), dark
blue signature. Right edge trimmed, flattened, otherwise
nearly extremely fine and rare.
$6,000

2607*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HG/03 839216/8
(R.34a), three consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$150

2613*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/6 767 834 (R.38b), dark
blue signatures. Very fine.
$3,000

2608
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HK/53 667144, HK/53
667146 (R.34b). Second note with minor spot in top margin
on back of note, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (2)
$120
2609
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HF/98 556913, HG/25
755023, HH/22 370711, HH/22 421074, HI/88 074478,
HI/88 074475, HJ/10 735588, HJ/31 581188, HK/59
717336 (R.34b). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (9)
$300

2614*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927), Q/9 744442 (R.40).
Flattened of folds, trimmed, very fine.
$2,000

2610
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), H/54 929146
(R.30a), also well circulated issues of ten shillings and one
and five pounds (R.17, 34b, 48 and 50). Good - Extremely
fine. (5)
$200

2615*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/21 229222
(R.42). Extremely fine.
$2,000

2611*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/1 661225 (R.38a), black
signatures. Extremely fine and rare.
$10,000
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2616*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/26 516915
(R.42) last prefix. Nearly extremely fine.
$2,000

2620*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/22 120872
(R.42). Nearly very fine.
$800

2617*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/22 121367
(R.42). Very fine.
$1,000

2621*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932), Q/27 091363 (R.43).
Slightly trimmed, otherwise good very fine.
$1,000

2618*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/22 121561
(R.42). Nearly very fine.
$800

2622*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), R/2 334465 (R.44a).
Top margin with 1mm tear, two vertical folds, good very
fine.
$800

2619*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), Q/22 125621
(R.42). Nearly very fine.
$800

2623*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), R/16 556 410 (R.44b),
white face. Good very fine.
$1,500
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2624*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), R/21 879748
(R.45). Extremely fine.
$450

2628*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/62 598235
(R.46). Centre fold otherwise, good very fine - nearly
extremely fine.
$150

2625*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), R/33 368432
(R.45). Very fine.
$150

2629*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/43 422661
(R.46). Very fine.
$300

In a grading slab by APCGS as EF40.
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

2630
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/57 950775
(R.46). Good fine.
$80
In a grading slab by APCGS as VF35.
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

2631
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), prefixes R.49, 50
(2), 52, 56 (R.46). Fine - good fine. (5)
$250

2626*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/34 112362
(R.46). Virtually uncirculated.
$500

2632
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/37 (2); Coombs/
Wilson (1954), TA/46 (R.49) (1960), TC/16 (R.50). Fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$200
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection from Colonial Sales 26/6/04 (lots 300,
2), 26/2/05 (lot 308).

2627*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/51 330898
(R.46). Crisp good extremely fine.
$300
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2633*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), S/8 417758/9 (R.47),
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$5,000

2639*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), TC/61 299719/20
(R.50) consecutive pair. Good extremely fine; extremely
fine. (2)
$150

2634
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), S/24 431582 (R.47);
Coombs/Wilson (1954), TA/00 950056 (R.49F), TA/84
(R.49). Very fine; very good; very good. (3)
$150
2635
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952), S/55 837780 (R.48).
Flattened of folds, 1mm tear on front bottom margin,
otherwise very fine.
$200

2636*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), TA/13 683619 (R.49).
Uncirculated.
$250

2640*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), TD/01 625126/9
(R.50), four consecutive notes. Good extremely fine or
better. (4)
$200

2637
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), TA/94 209545 (R.49);
(1961), TC/43 579677 (R.50). First note with two creases
front top left corner, very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$150

2641
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961), TD/6 529434/5 (R.50)
consecutive pair. Extremely fine. (2)
$150
2642
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), prefixes R/52,
53, 60 (R.46), Coombs/Wilson (1952), prefix S/31 (R.48),
(1954), prefix TA/64 (R.49); ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1960), prefix WA/43. Fair - very fine. (6)
$240

2638*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), TD/05 461670 (R.50).
Uncirculated.
$200
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2646*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/2 578726 (R.57).
Crinkle near centre of top border, creases front right corners,
stain front bottom left area, nearly very fine.
$1,000

2647*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940), V/3 437080
(R.58F) first prefix note. Good very fine.
$750

2643*
Ten pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918), 444689W (R.52c).
Nearly fine and rare.
$18,000

2644*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/3 617052
(R.55). Nearly fine.
$1,000

2648*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/10 260986/7
(R.59), consecutive pair. Uncirculated and rare thus. (2)
$8,000

2649*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/10 895533
(R.59). Crisp, nearly uncirculated.
$800

2645*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/2 578730 (R.57).
Good extremely fine.
$2,500
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2650*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/9 770884
(R.59). Crisp, good very fine.
$350

2655*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/27 108644/5
(R.62) consecutive pair. Back of both notes with yellow stain
in top area, second note with light crease top left corner,
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (2)
$1,000

2651
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/10 812864
(R.59). Nearly very fine.
$200
In a grading slab by APCGS as VF25.
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

2652
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), V/18 991243 (R.60).
Flattened, fine.
$150
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection and Colonial Sale 26/2/05 (lot 312).

2653
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), V/17 784151 (R.60);
Coombs/Wilson (1952), V/23 760453 (R.61). Fine; good
fine. (2)
$300

2656*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/17 335431 (R.62).
Extremely fine or slightly better.
$150

2657*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/00 946268
(R.62F), first serial prefix. Some spotting and stain on back,
otherwise flattened very fine.
$500

2654*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/27 854959/60
(R.62), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$2,000

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Roxbury's Sale (lot 909).
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2658*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/49 064805/6
(R.63), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$2,000

2662*
Australia, 50 C.A.U. Ingleburn, canteen chits, set of three,
threepence, sixpence, one shilling, c1943. With butts intact,
each with staple holes made when padded, uncirculated and
very rare. (3)
$300

2659*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/52 958244/5
(R.63) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$1,250

For use at the Australian Army Military Camp at Ingleburn by 50th Civil
Affairs Unit. See Noble Numismatics Sale 90 (lot 3741) in Mar/Apr 2009
where a similar set sold for $600.

2663
Commonwealth of Australia, Postal Note, New South
Wales, five shillings, stamped Parramatta 7 DE 45 (1945)
W873577; also commemorative ten dollars 1988, date
overprint (R.310 in folder, also R310b AB/55). Good very
fine; uncirculated. (3)
$70
2660*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/34 856380 (R.63).
Nearly extremely fine.
$120

Ex Gregory J.Smith Collection.

2664
Australia, U.S. Army Officers' Club Gregory Terrace, Base
Section 3, WWII, chits, three pence, and six pence, the last
two chits remaining in a book, each with a stamped number
on the right side edge and on the back and the booklet back
is also stamped with a number. Very fine and very rare. (2)
$80

2661
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/37 and WA/44
(R.63). Good very fine; very fine. (2)
$200

Gregory Terrace Officers' Camp of Base Section 3 was located on Gregory
Terrace at Spring Hill, Brisbane on the site of what is today the Centenary
Pool as well as a Government Health Facility.
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STAR NOTES

2667*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/52 02706*
(R.13s). Very good and rare.
$2,500

2665*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993), AA 93 000 000, O/P
specimen/No 0582 on front, specimen on back (R.SP31).
Uncirculated.
$4,000

2668*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949), G/98 95987* (R.14s).
Very good.
$350

2666*
Fifty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2008), specimen number type
BG 08000000 (R.521b) single from charity auction sheet.
Uncirculated and scarce.
$1,500

2669*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952), A/4 15412* (R.15s).
Trimmed, top centre of note with 10mm, 3mm and some
smaller tears, bottom centre with 5mm tear, note repaired,
very good.
$600
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2673*
One pound, Coombs Wilson (1952), W/4 08811* (R.32s).
Fine.
$500

2670*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AG/50 08170*
(R.17s). Nearly uncirculated.
$6,500
Slabbed by PCGS as About Unc 55.

2674*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952), W/2 49813* (R.32sF)
first prefix star note. Trimmed, top edge also with a 4mm
repaired tear, five small cracks, nearly fine.
$750

2671*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AG/50 03321*
(R.17s). Extremely fine.
$2,000

2675*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), HE/90 15138* (R.33).
Nearly very fine.
$400

2672*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949), 1/1 20034* (R.31s).
Nearly fine.
$450
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2680*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), TC/12 14435* (R.50s).
Good fine.
$1,200

2676*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HE/97 71186*
(R.34as). Good very fine.
$900

2681*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZAD 95655* (R.71s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$750

2677*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HE/87 03260*
(R.34bs). Very good.
$200

2682*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZAD 54636* (R.71s).
Crisp good extremely fine.
$700

2678*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), TC/11 03918* (R.50S).
Flattened of centre fold otherwise, good extremely fine.
$5,000

2679*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/12 12466* (R.50s).
Trimmed, flattened of folds and creases, otherwise nearly
very fine.
$1,250

2683
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZAG 72028* (R.72s).
Uncirculated.
$3,000
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2688
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZDC 44859* (R.81s).
Fine.
$200

2684*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968), ZAF 46922* (R.72s).
Virtually uncirculated.
$3,000
2689*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFG 70538* (R.81s).
Repaired tear on left edge, otherwise fine.
$120

2685*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZAN 36398* (R.73s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$2,000

2690*
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZFJ 25138*. Fine.
$300

2686*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZAL 94897* (R.73s).
Nearly fine.
$200

2691*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), ZFL 05548* (R.82s).
Uncirculated.
$1,500

2687*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFF 74104* (R.81s).
Uncirculated.
$2,000
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2692*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), ZFL 39868* (R.83s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,200

2696*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZNC 47483* (R.203s).
Very good.
$400

2693*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZNA 05483*
(R.202sF) first serial prefix star note. Uncirculated.
$3,000

2697*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZSC 52772* (R.301s).
Uncirculated.
$2,000

2698*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZSC 94294* (R.301s).
Uncirculated.
$1,250

2694*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZNB 20045* (R.202s).
Nearly very fine.
$800

2699*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZSA 80270* (R.301sF).
Virtually uncirculated.
$1,500

2695*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZNC 89355*
(R.203sF) first serial prefix star note. Uncirculated and rare
in this condition.
$5,000
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2705
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), AA06 prefix R.310
folders (2); 80th anniversary of first notes 1993 twenty
dollars, 1993 ten dollars first and last folders (2), twenty
dollars 1994 single note folder; fifty dollars 1995 single note
folder AA95; five dollars low numbered folder Deluxe AA95;
five dollars, Centenary of Federation, single note folder 2001
(pair); also US notes five dollars (2), twenty dollars (2), 1999
series, Great Britain one pound Fisher, BAF vouchers (3).
Fine - uncirculated. (18)
$300
2700*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZSD 99830* (R.302s).
Very good.
$400

2706
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (Mc$10 GF 1). In blue
folders. Uncirculated. (6)
$60
2707
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), Bicentennial
commemorative (R.310) (19) prefixes AA/10, runs
in sequence, also fair only R.89. In folders of issue,
uncirculated. (20)
$200
2708
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) (9), Fraser/
Evans (1993), first and last pair; five dollars, Fraser/Higgins
(1990), uncut block of four. Uncirculated. (11)
$150
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

2701*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), ZSH 82810* (R.303s).
Nearly fine.
$200

2709
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), in packs of issue (8);
two note folder 1993; tenth anniversary 1998 deluxe and
premium pair twenty dollars 1993 eightieth anniversary;
fifty dollars single and two note FDI 1995 folders; one
hundred dollars single and two note FDI 1996 folder; paper/
polymer two note 1996 one hundred dollars portfolio; First
Circulating Polymer Notes Portfolio 1996. Uncirculated.
(16 folders)
$1,200

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES

2702
Reserve Bank of Australia, 25th Anniversary set (1991)
matching serials, ending 407 for the last prefixes, ten
shillings, one, five, and ten pounds, first prefixes for one,
two, ten and twenty dollars set no 312/500 in boxed album
and slip case of issue. Uncirculated.
$4,500

2710
Five Dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) first and last folders
(Mc$5F/LF2). Uncirculated. (5)
$120
2711
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) first and last folders (Mc$5F/
LF2). Uncirculated. (9)
$120

2703
Triple Anniversary Rare Collectors Edition, set of first prefix
five, fifty and one hundred dollars, set no 354/800, serials
ending 407. In slip case of issue, uncirculated.
$1,500

2712
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992), two note first day of issue
folder; signature 1996 two note folder, premium and deluxe;
thirtieth anniversary three note folder 1997, premium and
deluxe; HK (Hong Kong) 1997, single note folder (2);
Centenary of Federation 2001 (2) plus ANDA shows set of
six; ten dollars, 1988 run of ten AA10; FDI 1993 two note
folders (2) also without embossed folder (1); twenty dollar
two note and single note folders 1994; fifty dollars FDI two
note folder and single note folder; one hundred dollars, FDI
two note folder and single note folder; low numbered folder
sets, deluxe only 1994 (3), 1995 (4, duplicate five dollars),
1996 (4), also Johnston/Stone (1982) one dollars (R.78)
DHE run of four. Uncirculated. (45 folders)
$900

2704
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988)(Mc $2GF 1a); five
dollars, Fraser/Cole first & last folder (Mc$5F/LF2); ten
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (Mc $10GF 1) (2); ten
dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) first & last folder
(Mc$10F/LF2). Uncirculated. (5)
$80

Ex David Ross Collection.
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2713
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1994), two note
portfolio (Mc PT1), five shillings vignettes (2), Cook landing
vignettes (1990) (6). Uncirculated. (9)
$150

2723
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993) (Mc $20GF) eightieth
anniversary of first Commonwealth notes, folders.
Uncirculated. (5)
$300

2714
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) low numbered serial
Deluxe folders (4) and a premium; ten dollars, Fraser/Evans
(1994) low numbered Deluxe folders (5) and a premium.
Uncirculated. (11)
$250

2724
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) first & last folders
(Mc$20F/LF2). Uncirculated. (4)
$200
2725
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) (Mc$50F/LF2) paper &
polymer folder. Uncirculated.
$150

2715
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1995) (Mc $5
PT 1) two note portfolio; ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993)
(Mc N/APT2) note & stamp folder (Eminent Women); ten
dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) (Mc $10 PT 1)
last paper & first polymer folder; twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole
- Fraser/Evans (1994) (Mc N/APT 6) note & stamp folder.
Uncirculated. (4)
$150

2726
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) (Mc $50 PT3) last paper
& first polymer folders. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
2727
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), Fraser/Evans
(1996) last paper and first polymer notes, ZLD 073704/
AA96 002578. In embossed folder, uncirculated.
$250

2716
Five (3), ten (2), twenty (2) and fifty dollars portfolios. As
issued, uncirculated. (9)
$200

2728
Australian First Circulating Polymer Notes, Fraser/Evans
(1996) portfolio 967/1000 including five, ten, twenty, fifty
and one hundred dollars, all notes 00 96 000967. In folder
of issue, uncirculated.
$300

Ex David Ross Collection.

2717
Five to one hundred dollars, 1995-1999, low numbered sets,
deluxe five dollars, 1995; deluxe five (3), ten (3), twenty (4)
dollars, 1996; premium five (2), ten (2), twenty (2), fifty (2)
1996; deluxe five, ten, twenty (2), fifty (2), one hundred
dollars, 1997; five dollars to one hundred dollars 1998
deluxe and premium sets; deluxe 1999 set. Uncirculated.
(32 folders)
$1,500

2729
Five to one hundred dollars, proof silver dollar and twenty
dollars note pack 1997 (Sir Charles Kingsford Smith
centenary portfolio; Circulating polymer notes 1996
portfolio). Uncirculated. (2)
$300

2718
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) first and last
standard folders (Mc$5F/LF2). Uncirculated. (5)
$150

Ex David Ross Collection.

2730
Ten Dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) uncut half sheet
of 12 notes. In mailing tube, uncirculated.
$200

2719
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) first and last
standard folders (Mc$10F/LF2). Uncirculated. (5)
$150

2731
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut sheet of forty notes
(R.212). Uncirculated.
$500

2720
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) NPA & Telecom portfolio
(McN/TPT); twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans note
& stamp folder (McN/APT) (2). Uncirculated. (3)
$80

2732
Five dollar, Fraser/Higgins (1990) framed uncut block of four,
QEH, QEJ, QES, QET 000096 (Mc$5 U3). Uncirculated.
$120

2721
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1993) (Mc N/APT 2)
(3) note and stamp folders, Eminent Women; twenty dollars,
Fraser/Cole - Fraser/Evans (1994) (McN/APT 6) note and
stamp folder, Hargrave Centenary. Uncirculated. (4)
$100

2733
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212) ten uncut blocks
of four. Uncirculated. (10)
$250
2734
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212) ten uncut blocks
of four. Uncirculated. (10)
$250

2722
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole, Fraser/Evans (1993) last paper, first
polymer note, MRR 986900/5, AA93 002474/9, consecutive
run of six notes, in first day of issue embossed deluxe folders
(Mc$10F/LF1). Uncirculated. (6)
$200
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2735
Five dollars to twenty dollars uncut pairs and blocks of
four, 1990 to 2001, includes sheet of eight HK 97 fives.
Uncirculated. (13 folders)
$400
Ex David Ross Collection.

2736
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), NAA Coin Fair Issue,block
of four, Sydney (Mc$10 U10). In folders of issue,
uncirculated. (5)
$400
2737
Ten Dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), NAA Coin Fair Issue,block
of four, Sydney (Mc$10 U10). In folders of issue,
uncirculated. (5)
$400
2738
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992), 25th Anniversary folders,
uncut horizontal & vertical pairs (4 of each) and blocks of
four (4). Uncirculated. (12 folders)
$350
2739
Twenty Dollars, Fraser/Cole (1993), vertical pairs (2) and a
block of four, all with red serials (Mc$20 U 4, 7). In folders
of issue, uncirculated. (3)
$250
2740
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994), uncut pair and block of
four (Mc U6, 10). Uncirculated. (2)
$450
2741
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996), vertical pairs, red and
black serials; blocks of four, red (2) and black (2) serials. In
folders of issue, uncirculated. (6)
$200
2742
Ten dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1997) uncut block of four,
red serials, AA, AB, AJ, AK 97 010001 (Mc$10 U19) with
top selvedge showing print run details. In folder of issue,
uncirculated.
$100
2743
Ten dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1997) uncut blocks of four,
red serials, CB, CC, CK, CL 97 010110 (Mc$10 U19); blue
serials CG, CH, DC, DD 97 010291 (Mc$10 U20), in folders
of issue, second folder issued at the Coin, Note and Stamp
Show, Sydney, March 1997. Uncirculated. (2)
$150
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